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HOW TO ASK OUR FATHER GOD IN THE CORRECT WAY 

 
Parents MelquisedecLisbet, our God who is Sovereign, Merciful, Holy and Righteous, it is an 
honor to greet You and to thank You for all Your majesty in giving us to eat the bread of life. 
For giving us the opportunity to receive and accept the much-desired transformation. It is 
the greatest and most valuable gift we can receive, it is so perfect that to reach it, is an 
achievement of love that only You and God the Father can give us. Amen, Hallelujah to You, 
for dwelling in us forever, because today we have the privilege of being in the womb of our 
Mother Goddess, Christ Lisbet learning to die to the desires of the carnal mind, because to 
be born again it is necessary to die first and we are dying in the right way, now we are one 
with you. What a great privilege. Amen, Hallelujah! 
 
Beloved Parents, we are in the time of fulfillment, therefore, everything comes true, and 
this is so that there is no doubt that Christ Lisbet does speak the truth with absolute 
certainty. 
 
It is written as a revealing prophecy that God MelquisedecLisbet would give Their thoughts 
to righteous scribes to perfect the course of Their obedient children and they would rejoice 
with Your teaching and would praise the great name of God, but also, at the same time, 
some rebellious children would be upset for this fact and would dishonor God. 
 
Let's read the evidence in:  
Matthew 21:15-16 
15 But the chief priests and the false scribes, SEEING THE WONDERS THAT CHRIST 
LISBET DID, AND THE HOLY ANGELS CHEERING IN THE TEMPLE AND SAYING: HOSANNA 
TO THE SON OF DAVID! They were offended,  
16and said to Her: Don’t you hear what they are saying? AND CHRIST LISBET says to 
them: Yes; have you not read, that God perfected the praise from the mouths of children 
and those who breastfeed?  
 
Remember that the chief priests and the lying scribes are figures of all the foolish ones who 
try to change the truth they have seen today, and these people were offended because the 
holy angels of Christ Lisbet encourage everyone saying: “HOSANNA TO THE WIFE OF 
GOD!” and not to the son of David, that is another lie that Christ Lisbet clarifies today. 
 
This is written today to help some unbelievers, so that by the mercy of God, 
MelquisedecLisbet, they may repent of their evil ways. 
 
The word 'children' in the spiritual concept, does not refer to children as such, the word 
'children' means that they are sons and daughters who are walking in purity, in 
obedience and given in, to love, and when it says: 'of those who breastfeed', it means 
that these sons and daughters are attached to the True Vine and do not take their 
eyes off of their beautiful Mother because the Kingdom of God is of those who are like 
these children. (Matthew 19:14). It is a great honor for us to be Your children and be used 
with excellence to help establish the spiritual strength in our minds so that we can all 
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overcome the enemy and make him our friend. (Psalm 8: 2, Matthew 11:25, Psalm 37:21, 
Proverbs 15:28).  
  
Loving Parents MelquisedecLisbet, thank you infinitely for sprouting in us Your justice with 
Your beautiful judgment because we are aware of the spiritual need. (Matthew 5:3) 
 
With love and respect, we send You this writing that is full of Your beautiful wisdom so that 
with good determination we continue to grow in the unity of the Spirit until we reach all 
Your beauty and be born as the dawn of each day is born, full of Light. This document is 
titled: HOW TO ASK OUR FATHER GOD IN THE CORRECT WAY 
 
Our Parents promised us in:  
John 14:13  
13And whatever you ask of the Father in my name, this I will do, so that the Father may 
be glorified in the Mother. 
 
And in: 
John 14:14  
14If you ask me anything in my name, I, Christ Lisbet, will do it. 
 
Today we testify with all truth that this promise is completely fulfilled in us and we are so 
joyful to have the privilege of knowing how to ask, because we know the thoughts of our 
Parents and do according to Their holy will. 
 
In 1 John 5:14 our Parents instruct us:  
14And this is the confidence we have before God, that if we ask anything according to 
Their will, They hear us. 
 
Our Parents grant us what we ask, to prove to us that They are THE ONLY God that must 
dwell in our mind and once we have verified this beautiful truth, They demand fidelity so 
that everything we continue to ask for will surely be granted to us. 
 
That is why in John 15:7 they reaffirm saying:  
7If you abide in me and my words remain in you, ask whatever you want and it will be 
done to you. 
 
To be faithful is to receive and accept the clean slate that our Parents have given us; it is to 
begin thinking, speaking and acting according to the order we are learning, being totally 
faithful in what we are understanding (Luke 19:17, Luke 16:10), and to be perfected as 
we understand our Parents' teachings better. If in our mind we only give place to the divine 
wisdom so that we may be able to undertake all the projects, studies and all the activities of 
our day to day, we will have all the certainty and all the confidence that we will act as it is 
correct, in all honesty, respect, transparency, sincerity and in a good mood to serve and 
show that our temple is a temple of holiness and with this confidence we invoke the sacred 
and powerful name of our spiritual Parents, to have Their full support and thus our Parents 
MelquisedecLisbet are glorified in us, because we sanctify Their holy name. This is very 
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important that we, as Their holy angels, always keep this in mind because we exist and we 
move in God, MelquisedecLisbet and not in any other way. Everything we do is to Their 
liking, Their honor, and Their praise. 
 
They tell us in:  
1 Corinthians 1:2  
2to the church of God that is in Corinth, TO THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN SANCTIFIED IN 
CHRIST LISBET, called to be saints, with all those who at all times invoke the name of 
our Christ Lisbet, their {Mother} and ours. 
 
It is very clear that invoking the name of our spiritual Parents, it is done with spiritual 
responsibility because we must obey the commandments that make us holy. But he who 
invokes Their holy name and does not understand or does not want to understand that God 
is God of the just and not of simple hearers who hear the message and even say "how 
tremendous!" but they continue to live a dissolute, dirty, disorderly life, continue in 
confrontations, doing bad business, drunkenness, speaking ill of one another, in spiritual 
laziness, thinking with wickedness, taking advantage of the innocence of others, speaking 
as the men of the world speak; complaining and ungrateful, doing things that dirty the 
name of our Parents. They don't even have shame to mention the name of our Holy Parents, 
knowing that their actions are improper, with their bad attitude they show that they are 
not worthy to pronounce the sacred and powerful name of our Parents.  
 
It says in: 
Matthew 7:22-23  
22Many will say to me in that day, 'Lord, Lord, MelquisedecLisbet, did we not prophesy 
and cast out demons and do many miracles in your name?'  
23And then I will declare to you: `'I never knew you; DEPART FROM ME, THOSE WHO 
PRACTICE INIQUITY.  
 
After a time in which our spiritual Parents have endured with such mercy and patience, 
these people ask, but they are NOT granted the request and when they speak they are put 
to shame before other people. It is better that they remain silent and not mention the name 
of our spiritual Parents, because after acting this way is not correct to invoke Their holy 
name; but our Parents are so merciful that they give you the opportunity to correct 
yourself, now that you are still in time, check your inner-self in depth and humble yourself 
and ask our Parents to give you another chance, to grant you to know where your mistake 
is, because until now you have not conquered. Ask them to show you how to correct 
everything that is deficient. ASK! Because our parents love true repentance and soon you 
will see how everything will begin to improve.  
 
Unless you don't want to ask because you are not interested in permanently changing your 
wrong way of walking? 
 
Our Parents tell us in:  
Isaiah 30:18 
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18Therefore the Lord waits for you, to have mercy on you; that's why She gets up to 
show them compassion. Because the Lord is a God of justice. Blessed are all those who 
wait for Her! (Since it is in Christ that they wait). 
  
Our Parents are waiting patiently for you to review your behavior and ask for forgiveness 
with the desire to not fail again, to help you find the much desired and long awaited 
Salvation. 
 
We all have this beautiful opportunity with our Parents, and They tell us in:  
Ezekiel 18:21 
21But if the wicked turns away from all his sins that he did, and keeps all my statutes 
and does according to right and justice, he shall surely live; and will not die. 
 
When we put our part to live in an orderly way, making sure to always give a clean offering 
to our Parents, we have God’s support and we see how our behavior and our environment 
improves.  
 
Beloved brother, do not be deceived by lying thoughts that tell you: "ONLY SPEAKING TO 
THE ELDER BROTHER IS ENOUGH". It is totally true that the Word of life has power, but 
let us not forget the detail that the manna does not come alone, we must also take the 
spiritual water, we must take actions that accompany what we speak. YOU HAVE TO MAKE 
AN EFFORT, because the battle is not playing, it is giving the good fight, it is not letting 
yourself be dominated by bad character or ill will, it is in the action that we dominate with 
the most powerful armor, WHICH IS THE LOVE, THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD 
MELQUISEDECLISBET, IT IS SAYING AND DOING and with this, you win, because the 
victory is prophesied. Just as the body without the spirit is dead, so also the faith without 
works is dead (James 20:26).  
 
Let's look at: 
1 Peter 3:12  
12BECAUSE THE EYES OF THE LORD ARE ON THE RIGHTEOUS, AND THEIR EARS ARE 
ATTENTIVE TO THEIR PRAYERS; BUT THE FACE OF THE LORD IS AGAINST THOSE WHO 
DO THE EVIL. 
 
It is not only to recognize that you are acting badly, it is to WANT TO CHANGE AND DO IT, 
our God is powerful and great in strength, capable of changing you totally and making 
you a new person. And if you see that you need to correct something, stop and 
correct it promptly, do not keep thinking that later you will have the opportunity to 
correct it, make an effort and show that you love and fear your God with reverence. If you 
begin to live in reverent fear of your Lord, everything will go well for you and you will turn 
away from the path that leads to death, which is to not do the pleasant and perfect will of 
MelquisedecLisbet. 
 
When we understand this beautiful principle, we understand that reverent fear is an act of 
courage that gives us purity, because A BRAVE SOLDIER OF THE LIVING GOD DOES NOT 
EVEN RELEASE THE ARMOR TO DRINK WATER.  
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We have the armor on, we know it is very powerful and we use it courageously:  
 
We have the helmet of salvation to always think about what is true, what is honest, what 
is just, what is pure, what is kind, what is of good name; if there is any virtue, if there is 
something worthy of praise, in this we think. Our helmet protects us and gives us the 
guarantee to take captive every thought to the obedience to Christ Lisbet. 
 
We also have the breastplate of Justice, that is, we have the wisdom in action, we behave 
according to the commandments, and this breastplate subdues the older brother in love, 
which is the truth and the light, our Mother Christ Lisbet. The promise given for the 
righteous is great and true. 
 
We have the shield of faith, every Sunday we receive the manna and at home every day we 
listen carefully, NOT ALLOWING ANYTHING TO DISTRACT US, in this way we learn how 
to think, how to speak and how to act in an orderly manner and thus we identify the lying 
darts and we rebuke them and take every thought captive to the obedience of Christ. 
 
We also have the tight belt of Truth, because with certainty we hear the word that comes 
from our Queen, Christ Lisbet and we know that it is pure love and the more we listen, the 
more we fill our treasure box with the riches of Heaven and we become wise to act 
according to the truth. 
 
We also have the sword that is the Word of God MelquisedecLisbet that comes out of the 
mouth of our Mother Christ Lisbet and She teaches us to pronounce it, because Her word 
does not return empty, but penetrates to the depths of our fellow servant and burns all the 
straw, the hay, and the litter and fills it with purity. That's why every morning and before 
we go to bed we say the words that please our Parents, remember that our Queen taught us 
to give thanks for everything in prayer (Ephesians 5:20), because it is a wonderful praise 
for our Parents and it fills us with power to make us submissive in love. Every time we have 
the opportunity to use the sword, we use it with confidence and every day we are more 
skilled in speaking the Wisdom that comes from Heaven because our mind is widened so 
that rivers of living water shall flow from our mouth. 
 
We also have the boots with the readiness of the Gospel to carry with us everywhere 
we go, which is the peace that our God has given us, who are Kings of Justice and 
eternal Peace. We never tire of listening and obeying the teachings of our Mother Christ 
Lisbet, because Her knowledge teaches us to walk in justice and with this excellence, we 
establish peace everywhere and with pride, we can say who our Spiritual Parents are 
because we represent them with excellence and THEY SUPPORT US IN EVERYTHING. We 
wash our feet every day because we make sure to be detailed on our reflection of how our 
behavior was during the day and we exhort ourselves to continue on the road, so we 
always have our boots clean and we wear them well. This is so beautiful! We are honored 
to live by the Almighty God, our beloved Parents, who out of love for us, have given 
Themselves completely. Hallelujah! 
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THEREFORE ALL WHO LISTEN TO CHRIST LISBET WITH THE DESIRE TO OBEY HER, HAVE 
THE HONOR OF KNOWING GOD. If our actions are clean, look what happens: 
 
Ephesians 3:20-21  
20And to Him who is able to do all things much more abundantly than we ask or 
understand, according to the power that acts in us,  
21to Him be glory in the church in Christ Lisbet for all ages, forever and ever. Amen. 
  
We always make sure to obey our Parents and they reward us abundantly; only a grateful 
child obeys his parents, but ungrateful children do not obey, and in this it is known who is 
a true son and who is not, and the Parents reward their true children, and with joy they 
supply everything they need, they know all their desires and they are generously satisfied. 
 
Our Parents give us more than we can ask or even think and they surprise us by showing us 
Their immense love and Their mercy, that's why we take care to always give praise in all 
Their atriums and bless Their Holy Name in total obedience. 
 
If we want to show our Parents how much we love Them and how grateful we are for such 
a great salvation and for receiving all kinds of gifts, then we must diligently teach our 
enemy rest, every time he tries to manifest himself with thoughts, desires, and deceptive 
fantasies, that want to anguish us, despair us, bother us, worry us, etc; because he tries to 
produce in us something very far from peace. We should not pay attention to anything; 
however, the task is to recognize or identify the enemy through these symptoms, because if 
we are not feeling peace, surely it is the soul manifesting, calling our attention to teach it 
love, and this requires PATIENCE; the soul is confident that we will give it patience and 
mercy; do not treat our neighbor, the one who lives confidently with us, badly. (Proverbs 
3:29) This is the only way to find the peace that remains forever, and remember that our 
Parents give us everything that They are, which is: love, peace, prosperity, health, well-
being and eternal joy. For this is Their character, and they are so generous that they give us 
more than we ask for, what a beauty. 
 
We have to achieve peace in every aspect of our life, let’s start by exhorting ourselves 
with love and let's start acting with love towards ourselves and towards others. Let's start 
looking at what we are about to say before answering a brother, our couple, our children or 
whoever we have to deal with. Let's apply the clean slate now because delaying displeases 
our Parents. 
 
Our Queen has ordered us to: STOP NOW WHAT YOU ARE DOING THAT WILL PREVENT 
YOU AND YOUR LOVED ONES TO LIVE A LIFE OF PEACE. 
 
Well if we obey Her, we will benefit, but if not, then you will have to suffer a lot more than 
you can imagine, and if you have not yet had to experience the consequences of your 
disobedience, we say to you with love: WE DO NOT RECOMMEND IT, it is not pleasant. 
 
Remember that our Parents are merciful and patient, but also our Father gets angry and 
when he gets angry he does not allow you to understand Wisdom and it is written that due 
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to lack of knowledge God's people perish. Nobody wants to die, so let's press forward to 
obey voluntarily so that Psalms 110: 3 will be fulfilled in all of us, where our King 
promises our Queen: Your people will be offered voluntarily in the day of Your power. 
It is a Divine promise that has fulfillment, that is why we are more and more submitted to 
our Queen, Christ Lisbet. 
 
Obedience is the only way to find peace. Do not continue living as in the past 
dispensation, thinking that we are once saved always saved and not doing anything good to 
win the reward, because if it is a reward, you have to win it with merit and with honor, 
running legitimately, the word itself says it REWARD: An Honorary Award, which is 
granted to someone on his merits. And if death is devoured by victory, it means that 
because we have won, we have the victory over that death, and thanks to Christ Lisbet we 
are now immortal and an immortal does not act as if death still prevails in him. 
 
SO THEN THE TASK IS: to receive and accept the clean slate and new account, always 
sowing good and never evil; for he who lives the teaching of the Most High dwells 
under the protection of the Almighty. Amen. (Psalm 91:1). 
 
Thank you Beloved Parents for exhorting us with so much excellence in each manna, thank 
you for giving us Your counsel to teach us to walk; Thank you for guarding our dreams in 
Your holiness, thank you for waking us each morning with the most beautiful thought, 
Christ Lisbet, to guide us with Your holiness, thank You for teaching us the patience to 
fulfill Your commandments, because if we learn how to be patient we are spiritual, thank 
you for all the instruction that fills us with Your beautiful light, thank you for correcting us 
in our daily path, because Your faithfulness constrains us in love to be holy and teaches us 
to walk without lameness and without stumbling. Thank You for making us righteous, 
thank You for teaching us to eat manna. 
 
In Proverbs 13:25 You tell us:  
25The righteous eats to satiate his soul, but the womb of the wicked suffers famine. 
 
 Thank you for teaching us every day to satisfy the soul with Your holiness, so that we can 
bear good fruit. THANK YOU FOR TEACHING US TO BEAUTIFY YOUR HOLY NAME, 
MELQUISEDECLISBET. AMEN, HALLELUJAH! 
 


